
On the night of Sunday, 2nd April, 1911 twenty-eight year old Frederick Henry Kilburn, a husband
of seven years with a wife and two children was residing at 27 Station Street, Northfleet. He was
born in Northfleet and worked as a chalk labourer at the chalk quarry, though his place of work was
given as 'at home.'

His wife  Elizabeth Matilda Kilburn was then twenty-seven, born in Gravesend, and the
mother of [William] Joseph Henry Kilburn aged three and Richard Edward Kilburn aged just
ten months.
 They  had  three  rooms  in  the  residence  in  Station  Street.  The  other  three  rooms  were
occupied  by  Albert  George  Smith,  a  cement  labourer,  and  his  family.  This  was  the  era  when
working families rarely had a house to themselves and were more likely to live in a couple of rooms
in a tenement.

This OS Six inch map (Kent X.NW (includes: Northfleet; Swanscombe; Thurrock. Published 1910)
courtesy of the National Library of Scotland shows Station Street in relation to the extant Station
Road.

At one end of Station Street was a quarry, the outline of which is still visible on Google
satellite images. For Frederick it would have been a short stroll and tantamount to working from
home.

A few years earlier on Monday, 23rd November, 1903 Frederick Henry Kilburn, a labourer
aged twenty-one married  Elizabeth Matilda Yelland aged twenty at St. Botolph's parish church,
Northfleet. They were united after the reading of Banns in a Church of England service in front of
the oddly named Plews Howdon and a Mary Yelland.

Plews was a lay preacher and so far it has not been possible to establish any connection to
either family. He may have been a professional witness.

At the time of the nuptials, Frederick was living at 8 Factory Road, while Elizabeth Matilda
was at 36 The Lawn. His father was given as  Thomas Kilburn, a labourer and Elizabeth's father
was William Yelland, a bargeman.

If only it were that simple.
What occurred next concerning  both individuals stupefied a professional genealogist with

thirty years experience. To be able to put  forward an argument of origin for  Frederick Henry
Kilburn,  according  to  the  GPS  mentioned  above,  required  an  extensive  document  gathering
exercise. For Elizabeth Matilda Yelland, this would be more difficult because the budget for this
tree concerned only two surnames: Kilburn and Woodard and not other related surnames. At best,
without the same document gathering from high quality sources that concentrated on Frederick,
Elizabeth's origins are conjectural.

The  records  we have seen so far  for  Elizabeth show she  was born in  Gravesend  (1911
Census) circa 1883 (Marriage and 1911 Census). One document, the 1939 Register gives her year of



birth as 1889, but remember the earliest documents are always the most accurate. The marriage
being the earliest suggests a year of birth of 1883. However, extensive birth searches revealed no
birth entry using the three year rule – a year either side of estimated birth year – for births in Kent
or throughout England and Wales. Expanded searches on FreeBmd and on the new General Register
Office  search  facility  using  a  year  range  of  1880  –  1895  with  various  wildcard  searches  e.g.
Elizabeth  Yell*,  Matilda  Yell*,  and  other  variations  such  as  'Matilda+Gravesend',  still  proved
fruitless.

It  seemed the best route was to look at the 1901 Census for Elizabeth Matilda and work
sideways, i.e. through her siblings. The key to this type of research, known as collateral research, is
to try and use a sibling with a more uncommon name for the period.

Elizabeth or Matilda as she was listed in 1901 was living with her father William, a barge
captain and mother Elizabeth at 33 Lawn Road. 
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In the house with them were twelve other children belonging to the couple, the eldest being Hannah
Yelland aged twenty-one. While Hannah may not have been the oldest child of the entire brood, her
age should have been helpful for determining the marriage date of her parents. It was not. Again,
various combination searches using the FreeBmd marriage index between 1875 and 1885 revealed
nothing for Kent.
 It was definitely time to turn to collateral research and look at Elizabeth Matilda's siblings.
The standout  individual  was Julia  Yelland  aged  eleven  in  1901.  A search through the  General
Register Office birth indexes (at FreeBMD) for the years 1889-1891 for Julia Yelland received no
result. Another search for the same years for 'Julia+Gravesend' brought up the following matches:

Births Mar 1890 Milkahay Julia  Gravesend  2a 525
    Taylor Julia Eliza Gravesend  2a 527

Births Sep 1890  Neal  Julia  Gravesend  2a 514

Note how the General Register Office birth indexes do not provide: a date of birth, an exact place of
birth, or parents' names – only the quarter when the birth was registered, the registration district,
and the reference details. In order to discover more, one must buy the birth certificate. It is a matter
of guesswork choosing the correct one, but skilled professional genealogists have a few tricks to aid
finding the right person.

It was time to search again for Elizabeth Matilda between 1882-1884 to see if any matched
the surnames above:

Births Dec 1883 Mulkahan Elizabeth Matilda Gravesend 2a 187

This seemed to be progress. Further birth searches of the name Mulkahay (Mulkahan seems to be a
transcription  error)  in  Gravesend  revealed  births  that  correlated  with  William  and  Elizabeth's
children on the 1901 Census.

While it was easy to find the family on the 1891 Census, it seemed impossible to find them
in 1881. Eventually though, deductive searching paid off:
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The census shows a family in Chapel Street, Gravesend. The head of the household was
fifty-eight year old Julia Hays from Ireland. With her was her nineteen year old daughter Elizabeth
born in Meopham and granddaughter Hannah aged 19 months born in Gravesend. This Elizabeth
fits very well with Elizabeth Matilda's mother as she was shown on the 1901 Census.

To add to the confusion, a marriage appears in the General Register Office marriage index of
1906  (Mar  1906  Strood  2a  875)  between  an  Elizabeth  Hayes  and  a  Richard  Joseph  Yelland.
Coincidence? Actually no, it does not appear to be. This Richard was a bargeman, like William, and
was baptised William Joseph Yelland on 30th March 1856 (Northfleet Parish Register P270/01/07).

The conjectural  conclusion to the present  research is  that Elizabeth Mulkahay otherwise
known as Elizabeth Hay(es) had one or more illegitimate children either with William Yelland or
other partners and registered them under the name of Mulkahay. 

If William Yelland was the father, the usual scenario in cases such as this was he was already
married and could not marry Elizabeth until his first wife died. In this instance though, the possible
delay in marriage may have been down to one factor: forbiddance by parents. William may have
been an Anglican and Elizabeth a Catholic.

To prove the theory, it would be necessary to buy the birth certificates of at least three of
their children, their marriage certificate, and perhaps a few other documents concerning both the
Yellands and the Hayes/Mulkahay families. These documents along with census records would be
enough to satisfy the genealogical proof standard.

Frederick Henry Povey (Kilburn)
The research concerning Elizabeth occurred after a long and confusing hunt for the Kilburn roots. 

Genealogists should always work chronologically backwards where possible. The main rule
being: never skip a stage of research or cut corners. It will come back to haunt you in the form of an
inaccurate family tree otherwise. What may seem absolutely obvious, quite often isn't.

After  Frederick's  marriage  in  1903, the next main record to  be consulted was the  1901
Census. There are a number of different indexes available for each England and Wales census and
for genealogists, the main three are at Ancestry, FindMyPast, and theGenealogist.

It was not possible to locate Frederick Kilburn or his father Thomas Kilburn on the 1901
Census in any of the indexes. To jump this hurdle meant breaking the rule and skipping the 1901
Census to look at the 1891 Census instead, but no they still could not be located.

If Frederick was born in Northfleet circa 1881, then perhaps Thomas Kilburn could be found
on the 1881 Census? Alas, no. This meant the only option was to search  through the General
Register Offices birth indexes at FreeBMD looking for any Frederick Henry Kilburn or Frederick
Kilburn candidates born in Kent. The search ended in no result.

Frederick could have been born elsewhere, but before that was considered, a search through
the Northfleet baptism registers was undertaken. It resulted in some very interesting information:



Northfleet, St. Botolph P270/1/10 Medway Archives

While these baptisms could be explained as belonging to another Kilburn family, the address was
interesting. The Kilburn family were closely associated with 37 Lawn Road and this was 36 Lawn
Road. Also the X in the margin suggests the curate or clerk who completed the parish register made
a note about these particular records. It could have been simply that the children were baptised a
considerable time after birth or he suspected something else was happening. Either way, so far it has
not been possible to trace the note.

To add to the confusion, the Northfleet  burial records document the death of a Edmund
Francis  Kilburn...  in  1878.  While  this  may  have  been  a  different  individual,  it  was  deemed
necessary to order a death certificate. He died on 9th August 1878 at Lawn Road [no number] of
enteric fever [typhoid]. He was twenty-four years old. The informant was not Emma (that would
have been too easy), but a James Turner of 30 Lawn Road, brother-in-law.

The only viable James Turner on the 1881 Census was one who was living at 11 Howard
Square, Northfleet:
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Both James and his wife were from Essex. The young child Annie was born circa 1877 in Northfleet
and a search through the new facility of birth indexes at the General Register Office revealed the
following birth:

Name: Mother's Maiden Surname:  
TURNER, ANNIE  ELIZA  PAVITT  
GRO Reference: 1876  D Quarter in NORTH AYLESFORD  Volume 02A  Page 464

Interestingly, there was a marriage between a couple called Emma Pavitt and  Edward  Kilburn at
Gravesend in 1873:

Gravesend, St. George P159/1/18 Medway Archives

While this was an Edward and not a Edmund, it is always worth keeping in mind names were more
interchangeable before the 20th century than they are today. Also, when reading manuscripts, the
history  of  how they originated  should  always  influence  our  reasoning.  Many documents  were
official copies – the Bishop's Transcripts are an example as are the marriage certificates that can be
purchased from the General Register Office. A copy is always at the mercy of the transcriber to be



accurate and copy the original exactly. The problems arise when handwritten names look similar to
others  in  18th and  19th century hand:  Edward  and  Edmund,  David  and Daniel  –  where the 'el'
together looks like a 'd'.

While this is a reasonable explanation, it is still not enough evidence to confirm this couple
as the same pair who baptised a Frederick Henry Kilburn in 1886.

1881 Census
This census for Lawn Road helped seal the evidence that  Emma Pavitt was the mother of the
Frederick Henry Kilburn who married Elizabeth Matilda Yelland/Mulkahan. 

Emma Kilburn, a widow from Aveley aged twenty-seven was living at 24 Lawn Road with
her children Elizabeth Kilburn aged three, and Ada Kilburn aged 8 months.  With Emma and her
children were fifty year  old widower  Joseph Pavitt from Aveley,  his  sons  Henry Pavitt aged
twenty-one and  James  Pavitt aged seventeen,  both from Aveley;  lodgers,  George Povey aged
thirty-two  from  Dartford,  Thom3as  Povey aged  twenty-four  from  Northfleet,  and  Elizabeth
Armatage, a twenty-five year old widow from London.

The St. Botolph parish register showed Edmund and Emma had a daughter called Ada and
their  marriage  certificate  gave  Emma's  father  as  Joseph  Pavitt.  Joseph's  other  daughter  Mary
married James Turner and he informed of the death of Edmund Francis Kilburn in 1878.

If Edmund Francis died in 1878, who was the father of Frederick Henry Kilburn?

1891 Census
Frederick should have been born by this census, but as he was not shown under Kilburn what name
was  he  listed  under?  The  search  criteria  used  for  the  1891  Census  indexes  was
'Emma+Aveley+1854(+/- 5 years)+Northfleet'. This search resulted in discovering a Povey family
at 36 Lawn Road:
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Here is Emma again, but this time living as the wife of former lodger Thomas A. Povey. With her
were children, Elizabeth, Ada, Frederick, Lilley, and another Pavitt family member, William aged
thirty-seven from Aveley.

Both Emma's and Frederick's ages are not accurate, but as we have already discussed, there
were problems with both transcripts and literacy during this era. To follow up the sentence above
concerning this history of a document, it is worth taking a brief digression.


